This Remote Session Protocol may be for educational and scientific purposes to make it possible to verify and set all data into system for others to access and use them in their TheraPhi programs and systems.

This first Remote Session Protocol - Version 1 - is to be developed through the practises globally. We really are looking forward for the coming versions 2 ... 3 .... and so on. So please stay on pitch and help us in this to the best for All.

Our history and about us:

When we here at Rosita up in Northern Norway made the choice to invest in this and these true scientific technologies of this age, we also made the choice to be into this to the best for All of mankind – and this beautiful and loving blue planet we are sharing our lives with - and are living upon.

Through our own health conditions – Kari Hanne Nyland & Bengt Svensson – we also had a second part in this to be proven, that we may become just as healthy and good as given by the TheraPhi precursor – the Prioré-machine may have given.

After having this great invention from Dan Winter and Paul Harris and their teams, we must say that whatever we have read so far - have been given us fully and more - of both healing, rejuvenation and also re-vitalisation - on levels not fully revealed or understood by anyone so far. This first protocol of ours may also be for how to use these technologies in some of its wide varieties of ways - to be to the best for us All.

Kari Hannes aches and bodily unbalances after more than 35 years of being a professional athlete in the national league – pushing and torturing her physical body to the limit constantly - is finally finding what she needs – and what she and we all do want fully – balance and rejuvenation on levels she and we all may only have dreamt about.

Kari Hanne is also a great clairvoyant, medium and healer with special properties hardly known by anyone but the ones that have met with her real time.

Bengts bladder cancer with spread to the kidneys and other organs with serious prostate issues and many allergies and food intolerances also seems to have not only stopped, but also been balanced out to the degree that he is now eating all the foods he could not eat for years (milk, cream, bear, butter, sugar and you may name it) - sleeping full nights without any nocturnal awakening and visits to the toilet some 3 or 4 times during his sleep – and also being able to focus on his great creations and developing inventions to the best for us All - fully again. Our loving Rosita businesses may depend upon him and his still very special skills and professions for many years to come. He himself is most attracted to all the different foods he can now eat without any reactions what so ever – saying that this may be some of the greatest inventions ever made. (... and he did know of this for quite some while to come in this year of 2016 ... but who cares ... it is here now and fully available for us All.)

Bengt is also a great medium with properties fully practised daily in his and our coaching and businesses globally.

Both Kari Hanne and Bengt have been into the usage of photon energies and also the Plasma Field for many years since July 2008 - working together as professional coaches in the energies of consciousness - and are very well into the knowing of all of this. They have used these energies to help many people globally and have also used these energies for their own benefit, but not the way TheraPhi has shown to work and change within - on much deeper and more sophisticated levels. But still enough to hold Bengt's conditions
in “Status Quo” without any changes for many years until the launching of the TheraPhi in late 2015 with public availability in early 2016. He did know this all the time ... and did not say anything to keep us all in faith of him being fully operative and functional all the time. It does not matter any more, because now we are actually living this real time here at Rosita up in northern Norway with our beloved TheraPhi.

Soon we will have our second TheraPhi unit available with our Rosita Family members up here in northern Norway – a unit available for all Norwegians to use ... and also anyone else that may feel for it. Tryggve and Gail will soon have their TheraPhi unit up going to serve you all on commercial basis. Here is their website for this and their loving ways of serving humanity from up here on the northern hemisphere:
http://www.theraphi.no/

We will also soon have our Rosita Family friends with their TheraPhi units up going in both Taiwan and also Connecticut USA. A great family with its businesses and friends globally.

Our main facility here at Rosita will be for special programs and for Research & Development only. We are not in need of earning money on our TheraPhi unit and coaching programs, but love to receive donations to be in service to help others in need.

Please read through all the following content to be into the knowing of our initial first protocol of our Rosita TheraPhi Remote Sessions.

**Data required for setup of Remote TheraPhi Sessions with Rosita:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Living address data (Where you live now):</th>
<th>Image of newer date showing head and eyes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Your full name.</td>
<td>Resolution from 300 to 6000 pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Street address.</td>
<td>Eyes must be open and clearly seen on the image!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Street address 2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Zip-code, City.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Country.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private cell-phone number with country prefix:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• +44123456789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Birth data:**

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Full name on birth. (Your name on the birth certificate).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Day, month and year of birth. (Also time if known exactly).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Place of birth (City and state)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Country of birth.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above information containing all the required data will be put into a table, resized to the label size of 80 x 60 mm and put on bottles given in the text and images below. All these data is to be given via E-mail after being accepted by Rosita. We are not performing sessions that may not be to the best for All. We are not working polarisation or politics.
Remote Session Setup:

For Remote TheraPhi Sessions - as one of our preferred Plasma Field "transport remedies" - we are using very pure and clean mountain spring water from our local pristine environment - treated according to our knowing and wisdom from practical proven sciences of Dr. Masaru Emoto (1943-2014); Viktor Schauberger (1885-1958); Walter Russel (1871-1963); Daniel Winter with his SuperImploder technology; Dr. Konstantin Korotkov and many more. We have also implemented the use of Kozyrev mirror technology and other "sacred geometry" technologies.

The mountain spring water is treated using our installed Rosita SuperImploder technology.
To this we then add one full teaspoon of premium pure natural sea salt crystals (per 2 litres of water in an open glass jar).

The sea salt crystals have been “pre-charged” in the negentropic double conjugate energies of our Rosita TheraPhi unit for 3 sessions each 6 minutes.
We have found that the properties of the salt should resemble the kind of salt of a human body found in the waters of a mothers womb - and the closest we have come would be sea salt directly from our oceans in its premium pure natural state. We have also found that the volume of sea salt may not be less than half a teaspoon per litre of water.
(In our Rosita Spa we are now using Mediterranean sea salt with great therapeutic effects and results.)

The sea salt crystals have to be fully dissolved in the water before the solution is also given the same treatment with 3 sessions each 6 minutes. Between each TheraPhi treatment of this solution, we place the water into a "charging environment" for 20-60 minutes.

This "charging environment" consists of: Sacred geometry, surrounded by a simple Kozyrev mirror (an open cylinder) made from aluminium foil on white paper (3 A4 format inkjet/ laser normal sheets of paper glued together to make the right size - and the use of double sided adhesive tape to apply the aluminium foil to the paper). This could be improved by making and using an open spiralling Kozyrev mirror with maybe even better effects. We place the open jar with the solution in the centre of the Kozyrev mirror on top of sacred geometry.
The fully "charged" water-solution is then bottled in transparent 50 ml glass bottles with sealed dropper caps. To the bottles we add labels containing all the personal data with image as given above. Image and data facing inwards to the water remedy of the bottles. (Label size = 80 x 60 mm)
We are using dropper caps due to multiple uses of the bottles now prepared to be "charged" with the personal properties of the individual of each bottle.

This may also be a great remedy to be used by the ones they have been "programmed" for.

Before every session we re-awaken and activate the water solution in each bottle. This was given us back in 2008 by Dr. Masaru Emoto through his protocols - To kick the "butt" of the bottle. This should be performed for maximum results fully proven by Dr. Emoto.

Running a Remote Session:

Each Remote TheraPhi session is set for about 6-9 minutes, and we may place up to 40 bottles in the centre of the Plasma Field created for each session depending upon what energies (properties) we are working on and with.

Most sessions may be rather specific, only making it possible with one bottle at the time.
We are constantly working sessions globally using Skype with live audio and video to go directly in with our special coaching programs – also with this in combinations with both "blind sessions" and also online and scheduled sessions on demand.

After testing out sessions with and without energetically activated and connected persons in charge ("Conductors"), we are now running all Rosita TheraPhi Remote Sessions with "Conductors" in charge. The human connectivity and connection to the Plasma Field may be something real and also needed. It is as if the awareness of the energies is creating something special here, and it also seems to be needed. (the human Heart-Connection may be very powerful).

A “Conductor” running these sessions should be into the knowing of the energies fully, feeling them and also so much clairvoyant and connected to the person and persons receiving the Remote TheraPhi Session that the “Energy transmission with the photons and the Plasma Field” is known. (Not believed or thought or visualized – but verified and known).

Sessions with only the timer counting down from the selected 6-9 minutes and nothing else (No Human-Heart-Connection), have shown just subtle energy-reactions with the people we have tested this out with so far. It might be ways to have this become much stronger, but this may need loads of research and development that surely will give some greater results and also new protocols for even that. (We are working on this - but it is time consuming - and will not be given any priorities as it is for now).
We have found the best times for performing our Remote Sessions for the receivers to be between 01:30 am and 06:30 am. In this time frame most people are sleeping, and disturbing energies may not affect sessions as much as when performed during day time. (Based upon our experiences from we started working with photon energies and the Plasma Field back in 2008). Science may give indications of using sunrise or sunset to access the special focal energies for maximum effects.

**More Information about Rosita, our TheraPhi and Remote sessions:**

Up through the years before having these advanced technologies we have used some of the same protocols accessing the Plasma Field directly with Remote Sessions globally, also with great success - but now with the technologies given here, we do find it both easier and much stronger with greater and more direct results. It is also easier to reach more people with less work. (All these years from 2008 we only used the Human-Heart-Connection alone – also with great results).

We do run "blind sessions" and sessions with pre-arranged time frames, and sessions on demand. Blind sessions are performed without anyone knowing of it.

In rather special situations we may have a setup with up to 3 or 4 “Conductors”. This is something we only perform and do when we are into situations we evaluate to be urgent or even very much needed.

An example of this may be the latest official connection with Hong Kong and Mike and Joyce that has initially been published on [http://theraphi.net/static/remoteconjutingplasma.html](http://theraphi.net/static/remoteconjutingplasma.html).

Their history and also log files to us (not revealed yet) throughout the last 3 weeks may be mind blowing for most people. Joyce's recovery may be astonishing and also very very special. Mike and Joyce have been into our Rosita special coaching program since we met them, and have had to follow very rigid protocols. The Remote sessions with Joyce and Mike may be the closest we can come to real live sessions here at Rosita.

With the use of our TheraPhi unit we did create a Plasma Field “bobble” and our rather great connection with the Plasma Field through our Heart-Connection - to their apartment in Hong Kong that could be felt, known and also lived in fully – that is still functioning pretty good after some days and weeks. Even visitors not in the knowing of the energies “were hit by the energies of the Plasma Field bobble” without any means to do anything with them. Such energies when fully accessed and used by the ones actually using them, may be even painful and rather “disturbing” when not into the knowing of them. Love-Healing energies may be “something”.

To be able to achieve such great results as experienced and lived by Joyce and Mike you will have to join one of our Rosita coaching programs ... to become coaches yourself to be able to even heal and help others in need. We do not normally involve in people not wanting to become coaches and trainees within the realms of the essence of living and being. Only when you have become a teacher, you may start learning!

Our Rosita TheraPhi unit and our special pristine environment, may only be for people dedicated to the best for All. We are not here for monetary evolvement or for business alone – we do demand dedication and service to self to be able to help All and everything change to the best for All.
How to become an “object” for TheraPhi Remote Sessions through the Rosita Program?

What you may practise – you always get – no matter what!

To access our TheraPhi Remote Session Program you will have to dedicate yourself to YOU and prove that you are willing to love yourself – unconditionally!!!

We do not want anyone into this program that sets service to others before love to self. Neither do we want anyone that is into this for “free tickets” or “free rides” into self esteem or “just to test out the energies of this new invention of TheraPhi”.

If you are into this just of curiosity or for special offers or so … please attend to the normally paid sessions with the other resorts using these rather unique technologies, they may serve you with great events, experiences and changes never ever felt or known before.

If you are feeling, knowing and fully ready for this, please apply for our rather unique coaching and remote sessions – and we will do our best to help you out.

Be then aware - because you are the one that will have to create all the changes to within.

Before applying, please register at our website “The Way Home Through Consciousness” at www.ratfish.org and practise the exercises given there. When you have done that, you are welcome to apply for our special TheraPhi Remote Sessions. Please use the contact information given on that website for this.

After that we will have you in for and interview on Skype with audio and video to become better into the knowing of each other – before adding you into our sessions and programs.

Hope this will be of help.

With Love, Light and much healing from
Kari Hanne & Bengt and all here at Rosita up in northern Norway.

All registered data are confidential and will only be used for our Rosita Remote TheraPhi Sessions and also in our special personal coaching programs if you are enrolled into any of these.